FIRST ELEVEN CRICKET

From page 1

The first team of 90 ran by Mr. A. S. Lewis, captain Combermere, had a good start when the second pair of A. B. H. and the wicket. Wilkinson and M. T. became 27 and 69 not out respectively. This was followed by 100 runs on the fast attack of Brookes when he took 6 wickets for 19 runs. 27 wickets were soon down, when the wicket was perfect, and the wicket had 131 for 11.

The lunch interval was taken and 14 wickets were good performance. All the boys made a good contribution. Knight decided to bat and this decision was made on the first day against Lodges when they met in their three-day fixture against Lodges, as the wicket was perfect. It was too late...

ANNUAL THE OPENING OF

CASA BLANCA

Opposite S. Lenox for Gent. Morning

ICE CREAM & BREAKFAST PARLOUR

(A Full Service throughout the Week)

By

SAYS TO

OXENDALES OF MANCHESTER

LONDON, ENGLAND

NOW TRY THE

FREE

BRUSHLESS SHAVE CREAM

sponsored by J & R BAKERS makers of ENGLISH BREAD and the blenders of J & R TUM
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The Topic of

Last Week

For Weeks George and Sons of

RUBBEROID

ROOFING

in the 500mm Imperial Material

Obtainable in:

Balls of 10 x 9 and

TROPICAL END SHAKES

N. B. HOWELL

IN BOND

LUMBER AND TACKLE

643 1/2 Bay St.
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BEST IN THE TEST

DISCRIMINATING TEAM CHOSE HEADGEAR CAPS FROM

Wm. Macqueen & Co., Ltd.

Stocks of hats and caps by this Famous Firm will be arriving shortly at all leading Stores.

Agent: E.A. BENJAMIN LTD., Room No. 308, Hanlonia Building, Lower Bread St.

Macqueen

HAT MAKERS SINCE 1879.